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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
Moodle is our online campus at Noroff. In order to gain a complete understanding 
of the system and make the most out of this resource, we have to know the 
infrastructure. We were given the task to use pencil and paper, daring to be 
creative and draw a map of the different areas and elements within Moodle. 
 
It’s been great fun, hard work and interesting for me to work with this Learning 
Activity, challenging me to get a productive start as a GRA1 online part time 
student at Noroff. It has given me insight on how Noroff’s website is built, how 
Moodle works and how I use it. I also felt the challenge daring to be creative and 
not afraid of doing something wrong since it’s a first test assignment. 
 
 

1.1 Interpretation of the task 
The main goal with this task is to work with the Moodle system so I understand it, 
learn how to use it and remember «where to find and do what I want to» by 
illustrating it.  

 The main challenge for me was daring to be creative and at the same time being able 
to express the complete structure within Moodle through my idea in the final 
drawing. Therefore, I chose to create a big drawing (A3) to challenge myself 
artistically and to include all parts of Moodle. 
 

1.2 Concept and target 
 The target for this map is myself, my teachers and 
the readers of my Reflected Journal. It’s been a 
process for me to get to know Moodle as a working 
tool and for my teachers and tutors to see that I’ve 
gain the necessary insight. 

 The concept I’ve compiled is mind mapping. This is a 
great way to organize and illustrate complex 
information.  
 

1.3 Message/ achieved action 
With the final result, I want to convey that everything is connected. All the parts in 
this online course are mutually dependent of each other – a delicate machinery that 
needs to be nourished. Not only within Moodle, but the complete process – from 
entering Noroff as an online student, through the studies, achieving knowledge, 
getting grades – to becoming a Graphic Designer.   

 

Figure 1 - Getting started 
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2.0 RESEARCH AND WORK PROCESS 
 

2.1 Creative methods 
The given task was to use pencil and paper to draw the map, and I did. It’s been a 
long time since I’ve been drawing, hence I felt the challenge, but it all worked out. To 
make the message and structure clearer, I coloured the drawing.   
 

2.2 Inspiration methods 
The main inspiration for me was picture web-searches with words like “mind map”, 
“web structure” for inspiration to the structure of the illustration. Next, I needed to 
find out how to draw the different elements within the mind map and I searched the 
web for icons, illustrations and drawings with words like “house”, “heart”, “lungs”, 
“Union Jack”, “Calendar” etc. See some examples of what I found in the section 
Moodboards 2.5.    
 

2.3 Analysis 
 First, I needed to get to know the structure of Moodle, so I used quite a long time 
getting familiar with all the parts, buttons, links, page-duplicates and contexts. I 
found out Mind mapping is a commonly used tool to illustrate web-sites. Next, I 
searched the web and studied earlier student solutions to the task.  
  

 

2.4 Sketches 
The process started with one idea, but the final result came out from a different idea, 
within the same concept. Below you can see the sketching process, starting with the 
first idea “Leaving Home to become a Graphic Designer”, ending with the sketch of 
“Home is where the Heart is”.   

Figure 2 – Analysing the Structure of Moodle Figure 3 – Drawing the basic structure of Moodle 
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Figure 4 – The first sketch/ concept 

Figure 5 – The second sketch of the first concept  
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Figure 6 – The first sketch of the second concept  

Figure 7 – The final drawing starting with the heart – home – in the middle of the sheet  
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Figure 9 – The details getting in order 

Figure 8 – The main parts of the drawing getting together  
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Figure 10 – The drawing is done without the colors  

Figure 11 – The drawing of the Moodle Map is finally done.  
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2.5 Moodboards 
 Selected examples of inspiration once the complete concept was chosen. 

  

  

 

Figure 12 – Light and colorful – easy to read Figure 13 – The parts with different colours 

Figure 14 – Connections between the parts Figure 15 – Webstructure and all the connections 

Figure 16 – Moodboard of body organs 

Figure 17 – Moodboard of icons 
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3.0 DESIGN 

“Home is where the Heart is” is built up on the idea that Moodle is a student, a 
person, a human being, and the different parts of Moodle are the different organs in 
the student’s body. “HOME” is the heart of the student and the different organs are 
combined to each other through blood vessels.  

The life starts in the Vagina at “My Start page” (Dashboard) where myself and the 
other active users, with the participants will attend “My course - GRA1”. “Home” is 
the heart – the main organ for the student – connected to all the other organs and 
parts of Moodle. The heart, is connected to the “Portal page” - the lungs which 
makes the online student able to breathe through talking to each other in the forum 
etc. Through the Aorta, the body’s main vessel, the heart is connected to the brain 
which is “My courses” – GRA 1. The four different parts of the brain (left – logics and 
right creativity) representing the four main parts of the structure in GRA 1. All the 
vessels are to show the links between the different pages and the surrounding icons, 
the rest of the student’s surroundings in Moodle. 

 

3.1 Style/ genre 
 The main goal with the drawing is to make an overview of Moodle and as the creative 
method was given, I wanted to make it creative, but also as clear and concise as could 
be. 
 

3.2 Typography 
 In my research, I found that Moodle mainly is built upon four parts, each part 
consisting of under pages and boxes. With the typography and colours, I’ve tried to 
differentiate the level in the menu. 
 

3.3 Colours 
 The colours in Moodle’s logo are orange and black and the Noroff logo is red and 
black. I wanted to use this in the drawing and coloured the organs in “natural” 
colours (orange/red) and the thought behind is that the red colour in the “N” in 
Noroff logo is reflected in the blood vessels. 
 

3.4 Composition, layout, grid 
The heart is the centre of the body and the other body parts are placed around the 
heart, to be able to illustrate the connections between them. Anyhow I associated 
the process with Moodle as a dissection. 
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4.0 SOURCES AND REFERENCES 

 Webpages: 
• Noroff’s Moodle solution https://www.noroff.no/student/fagskole/lms/ 
• Noroff’s webpage  http://www.noroff.no 
• Google translate  https://translate.google.no 
• Mind Map Art   http://www.mindmapart.com 

 
 
Google searches (words and phrases): 

• Mind map webpage 
https://www.google.no/search?biw=1892&bih=1195&tbm=isch&sa=1&ei=o6t
9W82BGKnRrgSh_Yi4AQ&q=mind+map+website&oq=mind+map+website&gs
_l=img.3..0i19k1l2j0i30i19k1.127013.128778.0.128947.8.5.0.3.3.0.87.288.5.5.
0....0...1c.1.64.img..0.8.290...35i39k1j0i8i30i19k1.0.Hcsyex9n3-0 

 
• Mind map 

https://www.google.no/search?biw=1892&bih=1195&tbm=isch&sa=1&ei=JKx
9W5KAKeWurgShlqaIDA&q=mind+map&oq=mind+map&gs_l=img.3..35i39k1l
2j0j0i30k1l7.143185.143532.0.143757.2.2.0.0.0.0.66.115.2.2.0....0...1c.1.64.i
mg..0.2.115...0i19k1.0.9ExjkHXEzkA 

 
• Web structure 

https://www.google.no/search?biw=1892&bih=1195&tbm=isch&sa=1&ei=tax
9W8NtoueuBPCOv4gC&q=web+structure&oq=web+structure&gs_l=img.3..35i
39k1j0i19k1l3j0i30i19k1j0i5i30i19k1l5.15508.17441.0.17699.13.13.0.0.0.0.11
7.942.10j3.13.0....0...1c.1.64.img..0.13.942...0j0i67k1j0i30k1j0i10i30k1.0.ESW
8g3KCBos 

 
• Moodle logo 

https://www.google.com/search?q=Moodle+logo&source=lnms&tbm=isch&s
a=X&ved=0ahUKEwj-
rq_1q4HdAhWyposKHRsODbUQ_AUICigB&biw=1892&bih=1195 
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